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INTRODUCTIO.N.

Some months ago I was asked to write a brief sketch of the
life of Bro. F. L. Adams. At the time it was simply impossible
for me to perform the task,owing to a pressure of duties which
necess~1,rilydemanded the whole of my attention.
Under these
eircumstances, a true and tried friend, a lady eminently qualified for the work, kindly consented to re:ieve me. I take pleasure
in introducing her well-written sketch as being in every way bettel' than any thing which I could have prepared.
In ~ome respeets mine would certainly have been different, and, perhaps,
in all respects inferior.
The writer's relation to Bro. Adams,.
who was her pastor for several years, specially qualifies her for
speaking of his talent and abIlity as a preacher and as a man, and
the evident enthusiasm with which she writes only evinces the
deep impression whicb his ministry and bearing made upon bel'.
For myself I must add, without questioning a word that
she has said, that for Bro. Adams' own sake it might be well
that beth he and the public 8hould make some little allowance
for the peculiar warmth which pervades the sketch; otherwise
expectations might be excited that very few men would be able
to satisfy. I esteem the subjeot of the sketch too highly as Illy
long-time friend and brothel', to with-hold this word whicL IS
written in the true interest of his future prosperity and usefulness.
J. S. LAMAR.
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THE GOSPEL MESSENGEQ.
one as being Jewish,his eyes are fine, one never forgets them, they are of a peculiar grey, when deepfjjJ)J~,
001 ly interested in any theme they become intensely
dark and bright, fairly aglow' with the subject
he is discusRing. He is very mag'1etic, and at~1ffi1S'#\EJ§gJ§E;l@JEJ9@§@~@J~
tracts all with whom he comes in contact. He is one
F. L. ADAMS.
of those sunny riatr..res having that in his soul which
acts upon the weary and d~jected as April airs upon
The subject of this sketch is averse to having
violet
roots; so full of goodness, cheerfulness, symhimself "written up," but we, thinking that the
pathy,
and of helpful hope, he carries blessings to
lives of our young ministers upon whom the future
others of which he is himself as unconsciou8, a3 a
of our church depends, possess a peculiar interest
lamp
is of its own shining. Such a man moves on
for our people, have persuaded him to permit us to
'human
life as stars move on dark seas to bewilderpublish the following:
ed mariners.
He, clearly comprehending that he
Frank LaFayette Adams is a Georgian, having'
who would fully and feelingly understand the words
been born near Hampton, Henry county, Georgia,
of Christ must study to make his whole life conFeb'y. 3, 1865. His father F. L. Adams, a memformable to that of Christ, has kept himself unspotber of one of the wealthiest and most influential
ted from the world, and stands in his bright, young
families of Henry county, was a merchant" of Hampmanhood, clothed with the strength of ten men beon. He entered the Confederate Army in 1862,
cause his heart is pure, his life bearing out the proand was one of the first sacrifices upon the altar of
position that Christianity can only be vindicated by
his country.
His mother is the youngest daughter
of Wm. S. Fears, one of the pioneer preachers of deeds. can only be truly shown forth in our lives.
His manners are gentle and suave, with the same
the Disciples of Christ in Georgia, and one of the
high bred courtesy he treats' alike tJ:1eoldest grandmost remarkable men of the age, alike eminent for
strength of intellect and earnest piety. Fran\{ mother, or the youngest child in the congregation.
His store of patience is inexhaustible j but despite
Adams grew to manhood in the home of his materhis graceful temper he is very determined, and cernal grandfather, under the watchful care of a tentainly possesses the courage of his convictions, the
der, loving mother and grandmother; the only child,
wrong doer quails before his earnest rebuke, and
he received every attention from them and his dethe steady gaze of his flashing eye.
voted grandfather, consequently his physical, menHe makes an ideal pastor, visiting everyone,
tal, and moral nature was evenly developed. So
ever ready to offer consolation or advice; from the
soon as he could comprehend it the Bible was taught
lowliest
cottage to the home of the wealthiest he is
him systematically and thoroughly, his grandfather
always
a
welcome guest, having a rare adaptability
being his instructor; 1i0 well taught, by one so cap
which
puts
him at his ease under any circumstances;
able of teaching it is no wonder that he chose the
the writer has known him for years, and has never
ministry as his profession.
known him to shrink from any duty be it ever so
He attended school at Hampton until his seventrying; where sorrow, sickness or death calls he is
teenth year, then entered Burritt College, Spencer,
ready to respond.
Tenn., from which, after a four year' course, he
In Sunday-school work he is a success, a fine
was graduated with the first honor . Upon his reBible
class teacher because' so well informed, and
turn home he decided that it was hig duty to proclaim the Gospel in. its purity, as taught by the always ready to make practical applications of the
lesson.
apostles. In 1886 he was ordained by his grand-
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father.
He was called to the Hampton church and
some of the churches near, for which he preached
until the winter of 1889, when he accepted Sandersville and Tenville churches, these he served four
years, resi~ning despite a unanimous call, on account of failing health.
In December, ~894 he took charge of the
Valdosta church, the following winter thinking a
higher' climate would be beneficial he refused the call
from Valdosta, and several other Georgia churches,
and accepted the pastorate of the church at Tullahoma, Tenn., of which church he is still the beloved
pastor.
Bro. Adams is of medium height, possessin~ a
fine phy!!lique,his well knit form, and elastic step
give evidence of his boyhood having been spent on
a farm. His features are clear cut, and imprElI'l

Intellectually he is a giant, his mind is a great
store house of knowledge, a hard student, blessed
with a retentive memory, he is peculiarly gifted as
an extemporaneous speaker. His eloquence is
electrical and irresistible, he can hold an immense
audience in breathless silence, all unconsciously ff·llowing him a3 he, with the magic touch of a finish
ed artist of moral painting, wields his masterfu
brush, bringing out of the bare blank wall of comm.n speech perfect pi.ctures, all glowing with the
rich coloring, and beautiful flowers of rhetoric.

The

power he exerts over his auditors is due to his intense earnestness, his perfect knowledge of what he
says,his through absorption in his subject, and that
subject is always, "Christ and Him Crucified."
A

FRIEND.

GOSFEL MESSENGER.
Devoted to' the Cause of Christ

Volume VIII.

Nashville,

lVlovements of the W0111d.
THE BILL to prohibit the sale of
liquor in the United States Capitol,
which passed the House some time
ago and was sent to the Senate, was
brought before that body on the 4th
of February by Senator Morrill, but
Senator Hill, through lienatorial courtesy anQ. his own in-courtesy, spoke
the whole time allotted to the bill,
and thus defeat0d. its consideration
for the present.
In his remarks he
called all men who inspired such
legislation "busy-bodies"
and "mischief-makers,"
who were trying to
infringe upon "individuai
liberty."
The Senator tried to become humorous, and said that some morning they
would arise, if this bill should become
a law, and find that a dozen senators
had been locked up in the pollee
court, a danger, by the way, more
real than fictitious.
However, in the
course of the debate, Hill moved to
recommit, and this was lost by three
votes, 27 votin~ with Hill and 30
against him. This shows the temperance forces that they have a fighting
chance.
It has tlltken a long time to
awaken the public conscience on this
matter, but the time is not far of!
when there will be such a storm of
indignation at the fact that there are
two open saloons in our national
capitol that these politicians will not
fail to heed.
Reforms work from
below up, and it is a cause for rejoicing to know that the influence has
reached the top. There bad been so
many signs of decay in our body
politic that we really trembled for
our future, but there are so many
signs of reform that we have taken
new hope. We urge everyone
of
our readers to write to the senator
of his state, and in a short, concise
letter give his reasons for wiping out
this disgrace.
THE ARBITRATION TREATY has
been so altered in the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations as to
practically
destroy it, and unless
public sentiment can compel its restoration when finally considered in the
Senate our rejoicing was a delusion.
The opposition against the bill was
led by Senators Morgan, of Alabama,
and Mills, of Texas. These men have'
been elipecially pugnacious the last

in all the South and throughout

Tennessee,

F~bruary

the World.

19, 1897.

year. They have been fighting the
administration all the time and have
had their war p~int on continually
and their tomahawks in hand ready
to fight England and Spain. The
arbitration
treaty was promulgated
by a Democratic
administration
and
was voted against by every Democrat in the Committee but one'land
was voted for by every Republican
but one. The religious press on both
continents
has made a strenuous
effort to create sufficient public sentiment to 1I0mpell the ratification of
the treaty, but so far it has not
availed.
But we have no cause for
discouragement.
The rejection
of
, this treaty will serve to make arbitration a live political issue, and woe
be the party that finds itself on the
opposite side in a national election,
unless we mistake public sentiment.
THE ADVOCATESof inserting the
name of Christ in the preamble of
our National Constitution are untiring
in their efforts to educate public
sentiment on this line.
We have
before criticised the idea of legislating ourselves "christian,"
and we
have expressed our doubts of the
propriety of declaring a nation a
christian nation when that nation
derives its principle support from an
internal revenue levied on whisky,
tobacco and the vices of the people
in general.
We believe we ought to
begin at the bottom and make the
people fit for a christian government,
rather than try to make a people who
are
either
politically
COl-rapt or
recreant
to their duty administer
such a government.
It will be time
enough to consider this matter when
we can induce a majority
of our
people to vote the abominat,ions out
of our national laws.
IT IS SAID that the early believers
" were of one heart and of one soul."
They wer'e under one Captain who
had impressed His life upon them,
and their one purpose was to subdue
the world and bring it under His authority.
And what could not such a
disciplined army conquer?
Our defeats to-day are due to the fact that
we are not of one heart and soul, but
have divided into thousands of hearts
and souls, each distrusting the other.
We are aware of the fact that a sentiment is vet:y prevalent which says

Number 7.

we must recognize that all are right,
and we must seek union1 but must
never mention unitJ.
But this sentiment does not spring from an intense
desire to make us of "one heart and
of one soul," but from a desire to
justify the awful sin of disunion. We
are aware that "charity shall cover
a multitude of sins," but we doubt
whether the present
" sentiment"
could even be classified as charity.
Some of these people tell us that all
these denominations are according to
God's desire, because
into
their
hearts has come the adage, "competition is the life of business."
If this
were true we would suggest an annual
conference
in which all religious
bodies would join and then award a
prize to the winners.
But maybe we
are saying more than our fraternal
friends can bear n.ow. After awhile
the world will see the, awtul sin of
disunion and then they will not call
us "Campbellites,"
but- men and
women who desire sincer:::ly to call
the army of the Lord, which now has
a thousand hearts and a thousand
souls, back to the great Captain of
our salvation.
They will no longer
call us narrow tor calling Bible things
by Bible names and teaching the
"faith which was once for all delivered
unto the saints."
No MANis fit for a reformer who
is not content to wait for results, if
need be, until after his death.
It is
one of the severest trials for the man
who loves his fellowmen to disturb
them, though he sees the necessity
of reformation.
No doubt it was a
real cross for Paul to go from city to
city to dist"rb his kindred, but he
could look beyond the present and
could see that the throes which his
preaching caused would give way for
the birth of a great and glorious age
to come. Christ knew human weakness on this line. He felt intensely
concerned for His chosen twelve.
He knew it would be an easy task for
them to thrust the sword of the
spirit when the thrust was into an
enemy, but he knew how they would
hesitate when kindred and friends
must be pierced.
He made the command explicit:
"He
that loveth
father or mother more than me is not
worthy of me; and he that loveth
son or daughter more than me is not
worthy of me; and he that doth not
take his cross and follow after me i.
not worthy of me."
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<!'ortespon~ence
The Church.

== -=

Number II..

J. M. WATSON.

'Thou art the OhTist, the Son of the living God
-Pete1'.
Upon this TOCleI will build my ChuTch-Jesus.
It is plain and inevitable, from the above passages, that the church is founded upon the anointed
sonship of Jesus of Nazareth.
Upon the anointed
sonship of the Nazarene a family, and that alone,
can be logically founded.
This is abundantly sufficient to settle forever what the church both is and
is not. Not another word is necessary. Had this
been even noticed it might have spared the world
more bitterness and strife than my pen, if inspired,
could tell to this generation.
However, no little
profit is derived in further pursuing the subject.
Other arguments there are which are like invincible
wings from the paradise of God hovering over the
church-Gad's
family on the earth 'and shielding it
from the offensive attacts of theological and partizan
vultures, who would drag it from its spiritual tower
down into the materialistic world of mere "org:mization. "
Oikodomeo, rendered "build," is defined by
Liddell and Scott, "to found," "to establish."
By
it Jesus signified that He would found, or bring into
existence, His church. The idea of organization,"
even by an unscrupulous disputant, can not be
found in this word, Elelelesia,commonly
translated
"church," literally means, "called out."
It is defined by Liddell and Scott as follows; "an assembly
~f the citizens summoned by the crier."
The word
signifies an assembly without respect to what kind
of an assembly that it is. Something ill::'ybe learned of its usage by reference to the nineteenth chapter
of the Acts. Concerning the great uproar incited
against Paul at Ephesus it is said; "Some therefore
cried one thing and some another: for the assembly
( ekklesia) was confused; and the more part kJlew not
wherefore they were come together."
The town
,clerk, rebuking this mob, said: ,"But if ye enquire
any thing concerning other matters, it shall be determined in a lawful assembly" (ekklesia).
"And
when he had thus spoken he dismiss()dthe assembly"
(ekklesia).
Other churcl1es had there been than
that of Christ. In the seventh chapter of Acts
Stephens, in his apology, said: "This is he that
was in the church (ekklesia) in the wilderness with
the angel which spoke to him in the mount Sina,
and with our fathers; WJlOreceived oracles to give
unto us."
A church (ekklesia) was no new thing
to the generation in which Christ lived. A multiplicity or churches Jesus recognized in saying, "I
will build my church."
The character of the ekklesia was determined by the nature of the summons

and by the relationship into which its participants
were called. Had Jesus said only, "I will build
my church," it would be impossible to tell, from
this promille, what the nature of that church would
be; but having said also, "Upon this rock" anointed sonship, the full noon-day sun bursts forth, and
the intuition of a child might easily grasp the whole
truth.
However, the common usage of the word
ekklesia is alone sufficient to expose the long-attempted perversion to define the church as an "organization.' ,
It will be interesting at thIs place to make some
observations on the church after it was established
and ient into the world on its mission of love and
. mercy. The 2d chapter of Acts closes with these
signficant words:
"And the Lurd added to the
church day by day such as were being saved."
Never before was the church spoken of as baving
literal existence. John the Baptist came preaching,
"Repent ye; for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
After John was beheaded Christ preached and, announcing the nearness of the ,kingdom, exhorted
men to repent.
The Baptist said: "He that hath
the bride is the bridegroom."
He that hath the
church is Christ.
(See John 3: 29.) John the
Baptist came to prepare a people for the reception
of the Lord of heaven, but it remained for that
Lord Himself to found His church. This He did
aecording to promi~e, through the Apostles, and
the Holy Ghost sent down, on Pentecost.
Therefore in Acts the 2d chapter we are introduced to
the church, not of prophecy, but of history.
If,
now, there be submitted the question, what is the
church? No man can answer, consistent with sanity,
that it is an "organization."
No organization of
any character, whatever, exists. A number of individuals having heard the gospel summons have
responded, and are now one in sympathy, having
, fellowship one with ano~her, woven together with a
tie that is only sweet on the earth that it may be
sweeter in heaven. This body the inspired record
presents to us as the ekklesia which Christ said He
would establish.
Of this body it is prophesied that
it shall envelop the globe and conquer the kingdoms
and principalities
of the earth. Through the
preaching of the gospel many believed and many
churches were founded. It is said that the "word
of God in'creased," and that "churches were established in the faith, and increased in number daily,"
but 1lot once is it said that churches were "organized."
Paul planted churches throughout the Gentile
world, but not one d'id he organize? The word' 'organize" does not occur in the New Testament.
Long after the church in Jerusalem was established
exigencies arose when men were set apart for a
particular work in local affairs. Later than this a
provision for order in the local congregation was
made in the ordination of bishops and deacons.
To Titus Paul said: "For this Cf-useleft I thee in
Crete, that thou shouldest set in order the things
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that are wanting, and ordain elders in every city, as
I had appointed thee."-Titus
1: 5. The ordination of elders (bishops and deacons) is here called
'setting in order things that are wanting.'
It is
safe to say that during the New Testament di~pensation no organization of any character was set up as
the church.
Nor, was the wo~ld cursed with such
an organization until that "Mother of Harlots," the
Roman Catholic Hierarchy, strode forth, a hydrophobic wolf in sheep's clothing.
"Upon this rock I will build my church" is
correctly rendered as follows: I will bring into existence a body of peopl'e who shall be admitted to sonship toward the living God. Such a body, by the
nature of the relationship that obtains, is a family
and all are brethren together.
Paul calls this body
God's family upon the earth' (See Eph. 3: 14, 15.)
It is called the "household of God" (Eph. 2: 19.)
It is called the "household of faith" Gal. 6: 10.
Membership in this family, ~r church, is sonship.
Paul thus defines it in the following beautiful passages: "But ~vhen the fulness of the time was come,
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made
under the law, to redeem them that were under the
law, that we might receive the adoption of sons"
Gal. 4: 4, 5. "For ye have not leceived the spirit
of bondage again to fear; but ye have received the
spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father':
R0m. 8: 15. Paul reminded the Galatians how
they became member;;; of the church.
"For ye are
all the childn·n of God by faith in Christ Jeslls.
For as many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on Christ" Gal. 3: 26, 27. To become God's children is to become members of the
church, for God's family on the earth is His church.
Everyone who responds to the gospel summons lS
pardoned and gra!1ted the adoption of sons. It is a
gratifying truth to me that my adoption is not of
the earth, but of heaven; that my membership in
the church is not of the suffrages of men, but of
the mercies of God who made provisions for my. redemption.
"And the Lord added to the church
day by day such as were being saVEd" Acts 2: 47.
Membership in a religious organization and
membership in the church, the family, which Christ
founded are two very different things.
Either may
and does exist independent of the other.
The one
is institutional, the other "piritual; the one is as far
beneath the other, as the earth is trflnscended by
the heavens.
It should be re-iterated that membership in the church and sonship are one and the same
thing.
He who would divorce these would disparage the church and injure it more than the sneers
and slanders of all the infidels, atheists and wicked
men who have darkened the world since the day of
Pentecost; and he ~vhodrags the church into identity
with organization,
and church membership, therefore, into mere institutional relationship,
he it is
that divorces them.
And, strange to tell, the "orthodox" world, self appointed judge of sound doctrine, smiles upon thi:::;most damaging heresy that
ever threw its unha~lowed pall over th4l checkered
history of christianity.

B

South Kentucky Pield Notes.
J.

w.

GANT,

ELKTON,

KYo

Last Thursday night was spent at South Kentucky College, Hopkinsville, with the president, Bro.
J. W. Hardy. Bro. Hardy is doing all that can be
done to relieve the college of all indebtedness.
If
the brethren of South Kentucky will do what they
are able and ought to do, the balance of the debt
will be paid off, and the college will stand upon a
mnre solid basis, and be in much better condition to
subserve the cause of Christ than ever before in all
its history.
Listen attentively to Bro. H.'s appeals
in the interest of South Kentucky College, and I
believe lOU will feel like helping him in a work
which has cost him a great deal of anxiety, and labor, and has brought to him a financial loss.
Friday night was spent at Princeton at the
home of Bro. T. M. Powell.
W. S. Payne will
serve this congregation another year.
Bro. Payne
is one of the most untiring workers that I ever met.
He has done, and is doing spccessful work at Princeton. He also, preaches for Corydon, Henderson
county, his time being equally divided between the
two place3.
From Princeton I went to Paducah Saturday
morning stopping with Bro. J. K. Bondurant.
While there I received a telegram calling me to
Crofton to take part in the funeral services of Bro.
V. C. Clark.
After a short interview with Bro. D.
L. Nelson who had kindly come to meet me, and
take me in his buggy to Woodville, I boarded the
train for Northonville, were I made close connection
with the train for Crofton.
In:::;tead of spending
the night with one of the Woodville brethren as I
had expected to do I spent the night with R. P.
Morris the genial proprietor of the Crofton hotel.
I regretted my inability to carry out the program I
had made out, but I felt duty bound to respond to
the call to take part in paying the last tribute of
respect to one of the best friends I ever had.
The funeral services took place in the church
the next day (Lord's day) at 12 :30 P. M. The
pastor of the congregation Bro. W. B. Wright took
the lead in the services. After the remarks made
by Bro. Wright and myself the Masons of which
Bro. Clark was a member took charge of the remains. The interment took place at the Old Clark
residence about two miles from Crofton.
Notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather the audience
was large.
Bro. Clark was sixty-five yean; old. He died
in the community in \7hich he was born and
raJ::>ed,and no one had more friends than he. How
could it have been otherwise when we consider the
beauty and loveliness of his character.
He was a
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man of unulual intelligence. He was an honest
man. He despised de.ception, and humbugge!y.
It
W'assometimes said that "he was too good for his
own good."
He was generous to a fault if such a
thing can be. He possessed a vein of humor, but
never made it a weapon to give pain to the most
Rensitive. While he had been in sympathy with
the Christian church for quite a number of years,
attending church and taking an active part in the
Sunday-school, he did not connect himself with the
church until last September at a meeting in which I
assi'lted Bro. Wright.
A little :)ver a month ago, his daughter Miss
Sallie as recently stated in this column passed into
the un"een world. Last Saturday morning her father
who loved her so devotedly went to join her. Only a
few weeks ago the Clark family consisted of four
but now it only consists of two, mother and daughter
Miss Lula. That God may abundantly bless them,
and sanctify this dispensation of His providence to
their good is the prayer of their old friend.
From Crofton I came home where I
these notes. Will start out on another trip
cf this week.
I hope to see more of South Kentucky
ers write for the M:JlsSENGER. Brethren,
your work.

A Charm-String.

satisfaction in after life we could have from such a
Biblical charm-string.
If we would gra!:lp and retain even one item each day, we weuld soon have a
string of sacred pearls more precious than silver,
g<;ld, pre~ious stones, jewels, rubies, diamonds rich
and rare information that would greatly benefit us
in this life and assist us in preparing for the next.
Christ is the great spiritual charm-string, holding the scriptures together; and the hands of Divine
love were busy four thousand years, ,hanging jewels
on this life-giving, life-sustaining cord. The first
charm was the wondrous work of creation, and the
wise example the Creator set us by so soon calling
light into existence. If the All-powerful would not
venture to arrange his works in the dark, why will
vain man attempt to do so while there is so much
light at his command? And why is it those who
have the least spiritual light are sure to be foremost
in trying to arrange or re-arran~e God's works and
ways? Let us learn a lesson from this first charm
-obtain light before proceeding.
Then another beaut iful charm impresses Olir
minds-that
of a ~promiiled Savior. Again and
scribble
again
the
sweet
promise is renewed, each time
the last
preilenting new angles and sh"ining with increased
brilliancy. After a while our attention is drawn to
preacha very peculiar looking relic, and on investigation
l':-:port we find it is the picture of a sacrifice on Jewish
altars. We cannot understand its use; but by closer
observation we see through it, in the distance, the
Paschal Lamb for sinners slain.

In the well-remembered by-gones it was quite
a custom among school girls to arrange a charmstring-use a small smooth cord or ribbon, and on
it string little relics of almost every descriptionbuttons, shells, small coins, finger rings, ear-rings,
breast pins-any little present that could reasonably
occupv a space on. that famous cord. Weare glad
to see some of our girl friends still keeping up this
idea, as it is a neat way to preserve little relics of
"ye olden times."

.

By a little effort, we can form a beautiful and
valuable charm-string-a
string of pearls-by daily
stringing on the cord of memory some bit of
useful knowledge, a fact from history, a scientific
truth worth knowing. There i~ an ocean of pearls
spread out before us, covering the vast expanse at
our eyes' command, yea, more and more. From
that boundless sea of sparkling jewels we are at
libert.x to grasp each day. each hour, something
worthy a place on our charm- r;tring of memory.
Besides th<.'great store-house of knowledge to
which dame Nature kindly gives us free and unlimited access, and besides all the valuable his:orical
truths and what we gain by a varied experience, we
hav~ another priceless and inexhaustible source from
which to obtain gems for preservation.
It is that
fountain of Divine wisdom-the
Bible. Oh, what

Thus on and on, one prophecy after another,
then the Scheme of Redemption, then promise after
promise, until the cord is filled, the last charm bf>ing,
"Blessed are they that do his commandments," etc.
God's purposes, prophecies and promises beautifully cluster around this wondrous cord, making it the
most charming of all charm-strings, one end of
which is hung over Eden's gate, the other held by
the loving John in the Isle of Patmos-nay,
it extends farther-it
reaches back to eternity past,
then forward to the throne of the Eternal where it
is held secure by the hand of undying Love.
As it were, one end of the cord is far away, in the
back of a dark cave. We cannot there realize its
beauty; but, us we approach the d.oorthe way grows
lighter and brighter until it bursts into perfect day.
So, this string at Eden's gate is dim; by standing
there we cannot realize the beauty of its charms;
but it grows lighter all along the centuries until it
reaches the cross. Then all is bright; and aided
by the effulgent beams of the cross we can look
back, realize and enjoy the splendor of each charm;
then forward and view the glories along the Christian's path. and those encircling the throne of God.
If we break a strand of beads or a charm-string,
the relics will be scattered.
So with the great
spiritual charm-string: if the central idea, Christ,
should be taken there from, all would be lost and
man completely undone. But,. thanks to our Bless-
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ed Father, this cannot be done. Bigoted"'man has
stretched forth his puny arms and has done all in
his power to snap the spinal cord of ChristIanity,
then has clasped his quivering hands on his dying
breast and exclaimed, "Remorse! Remorse!"
We
are honored with the privilege of attaching ourselves to this glorious cord, thus adding glory-'1ot
to it but to ourselves. Again, alas! we can serve
ourselveR therefrom, thus voluntarily casting ourselves into endless ruin, but even this will not injure the splendor of a single charm.
We should remember, God's invitation is to all-his
promise is
to the faithful. '
MOLLIE L. MEEKS.
Henderson, Tenn.
• •- • •

Mississippi Field Notes.
G.

A.

REYNOLDS.

On Feb. 4th I l.ft home to fill an appointment
at West Point, Miss. It was 12: 30 o'clock P. M.
when I arrived.
I went immediately to Bro. F. M.
Roberts' house; this is a preacher's home. Cordially they met me, and soon I was enjoying a good
dinner.
In the afternoon I went to the house of Bro.
N. B. Patterson.
He is making preparation to begin hi;; year's work as an evangelist.
The brethren
should keep him busy all the time. If you wish a
protracted meeting write to him at West Point, Miss.
Bro. Wells will, so I have heard go with him and
lead the song service.
They will do good work in
building up the cause in Mississippi.
Bro. Patterson and I called on Bro. Hoover of
Layton, Tenn.
He has quite recently come into
our state and has been employed by the church in
West Point to labor in their town in preaching.
Weare glad to extend a christian welcome to Bro.
Hoover, and hope that he will finel the work b0th
pleasant and successful.
We were well pleased with
what we could see and learn of him and hope the
chur0h has been wise in calling him to labor with
them in building up the church of Christ in their
midst.
At night the 4th of Feb. in company with Bro.
and Sister Roberts, went to church.
The weather
was inclement, and not a large congregation h,ad
gathered.
Several of the young ladies of the colleO'e
were
there
and SOlIe of the teachers.
I was
b
O'lad to meet Sister N. A. Mosely of HuntsviUe,
Ala. She is now lady principal of the Southern
Female ColleO'e
at 'Vest Point.
She was at church
b
and brought with her several of th~ young lady
pupils.
The weather prevented me from meeting
her, by invitation in their chapel exercises.
I hope
to be able to v:sit the college which has had a most
wonderful growth, and from the acquaintance of
Mr. A. N. Eshman, Pres't. of the College.
He is
certainly most successful in building up it '3chool.
I emained in West Point two days, anel preach
twice. The weather both nights was unfavorable
b

?

for church going, and the congregation was sma11l
both times. The church is contemplating some
improvements on their house. They will be undertaken soon, I presume.
There is a promil'ing
field in West Point, and we hope the church with
the aid of Brother Hoover will cultivate it well and
reap a large harvest.I should not fail to mention by
name our Bro. H. K. Coleson, one of our preachers. He has charge of the "Forum"
a weekly
paper with a wide circulation.
Bro. Coleson was
the busiest man I met while in West Point, he is
doing enough to keep two men reasonably busy.
He is faithful in the church work, and is a very acceptable preacher.
He has sorr.e Sundays not occupied, and the brethren in the surrounding country 13houldwrite him to come and preach to them.
Address H. K. Coleson, West Point, Miss.
While in West Point I introduced my book,
Caesar's Court," and sold several copies, and appointed Sister J. A. Stevens, Local Agent.
Those
who live in and near West Point, can send their orders to Sister Stevens and receive the book.
From West Point I went next to Amory, a
good town on the Memphis and Birmingham R. R..
arriving about 4 o'clock, Saturday evening, I made
my home with Brother Owen. And it was a most
pleasant one:
The Methodist and Baptist were to have preaching on the next day, Sunday, both morning and
evening.
So I decided to preach at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, and had the appointment
circulated as
best we could.
At ten o'clock Sunday morning the Sunday
school met, and spent about 30 to 40 minutes in
~inging and in studying the Bible. At the close the
church enjoyed in tb e 00mmunion servi:::e. After
this some went to the Methodist church and some
to the Bavtist church.
At 3 o'clock a large crowd
came together to hear preaching.
The brethren at Amory are making arrangements to build a new church house.
The old one
is too small. I am told on preaching day the
house is frequently
cre wded. And during the
protracted meetings it would not hold at times, more
than half of those who wanted to attend.
They
are going to make an effort to have the new church
ready for use by the 27th of August, so as to be
able to accomodate the convention which meets at
Amory at that time.
Here is where Brother Stevens
held the great meeting last summer, about 86 members being added to the church, 13 the last night of
the meeting.
The good results of that meeting are
plainly seen yet, and they will never be forgotten.
The church is beginning to talk of anot-her meeting.
They wa-qt Bro. Stevens at the close of the convention in August, to resume the meetmg he left off
last summer, and continue it indefinitely.
There are I presume not less than 175 members
belono'inO'
at Amory.
Brother
o 0 to the congreO'ation
~
Armor is their pretteher, and is greatly belove(l by
all the church.
The Lord has greatly blessed hi/!
ministry in that place.
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THE TWO WAYS·
There is a kind of loose, unthoughtful way some preachers have of reporting their meetings for the papers
that we think should be discouraged,
because it not only does no good, but
engenders an animosity against us
that is hard to overcome and inju1'ious. There is already too much
religious prejudice in this world, and
especially against the Ohurch of
Ohrist, and our papers should set the
example and give precept
upon
precept to destrroy this prejudice if
possihle.
A very good rule for a
writer to observe in preparing
an
article of any kind for the press is to
put it in such shape, when viewed
critically, he will not be afraid for
the best scholars tJ investigate, and
if read by a man of other religious
convictions than his own, he would
not be ashamed or abashed for the
other fellow to read it in his presence.
Besiilfs all this, there is a genuine,
high-toned way of dealing with a
religious opponent that he is entitled
to, to begin with, and in the next
place, will always win you his respect
and confidence.
To illustrate
the
point let us briefly report, say for
instance, the same meeting in two
different styles:
No. 1. "DEAR MESSENGER: I
have just closed a two weeks' meeting at this place, where sectarianism
had gone to seed and where religious
prejudice runs high. But we met the
enemy on his own soil and conquered
the foe. The brethren say there has
never been such a defense of the
truth in these quarters before. There
were thirteen additions to the Ohurch
of Ohrist, four restored, two from the
Baptists, three from the Methodists
and four from the world. Among
the number was a young Methodist
preacher who was tired of his human
made creed and threw it overboard
to accept the truth.
Much prejudice
was removed.
To God be all the
praise. Your Brother,
ELIJAH BRAGG."
No.2.
"DEAR MESSENGER: We

have just closed a two weeks' meeting at this place. Your humble servant did the largest part of the
preaching, but the congregation did
the work.
The Lord blessed our
labors abundantly, above that which
we were worthy to receive.
There
were from all sources thirteen additions, whom we trust and pray will
be valuable workers in the church.
Among the number we mention a
young preacher, who after hearing
the series of sermons during the
meeting, was lead to accept the scrip-.
tures as we preaC'h them, and to
accept and wear only the name of
our blessed Master from this on.
Find renewal for the GOSPEL MESSENGERfor '97. Excuse my delay in
remitting.
As ever, your brother in
Ohrist,
EPHRAIM DONTBOAST."
The spirit manifested by the foregoing fictitious letters is entirely different.
Yet such is true to the every
day report to be found in most of our
papers.
The first is too personal,
though it may be every word truth.
There is no use calling the other
man'il position false, unscriptural and
damnable, granting that all these are
•true.
How will the rest of his folks
feel on reading such a report?
Is it
likely to remove prejudice?
Will it
insure you a larger hearing of his
folks?
If you convert whole sacks
full of folks on such venom as that
what kind of converts are they?
Now we are not trying to palliate for
human creeds, nor cover up any false
teaching of any people.
So far as
being " sound in the faith" is concerned' one of these brethren is as
sound as the other.
It is only a
matter of good taste, cultivating a
refined style of writing and speaking
that we are driving at.
We should know how this matter
works by taking up a religious paper
published by some one of the denominations and reading a head line
something like t~is:
"T. W. Dye,
the Great Oampbellit€l Killer, Has
Just Finished Up John Smith in a
Four Days' Debate."
To begin with
we would accuse the reporter, or
whoever made the statement,
as
being undignified, ungentlemanly to
thus speak of us. Next, we would
doubt the facts in the case. Next, if
the facts were true we would think
the whole thing unkind and uncalled
for, and so it would be. Physician,
heal thyself.
Let us take our own
medicine, practice what we preach.
In all of our writing and preaching
let Uil move upon a high, gentlemanly, dignified plane, where we will
?e seen to do away with prejudice
mstead of engendering it. Thus the
ears of the people will be caught, the
truth can be planted and great,er
good done.

The Great Salvation.
NUMBERTHIRTEEN.
At this point in our investigation
"we wish to present some things in
reference to the subject of conscience.
As to what conscience is
and as to its office and value as a
guide in divine things, there is great
confusion of thought.
It is a matter
,of no small importance
that
we
understand
what the conscience is
what is its function or office.
'
What, then, is tHe conscience?
First, if the writer understands
what
it is, it is not educatable, or as Webster puts the word, educable,
although the course or direction of its
action is dependent upon the moral
or spiritual education.
That is, if
the moral or spiritual convictions of
the mind be wrong then the course
or direction of its action will be
wrong, and if the convictions
be
right then its promptings
will, if
heede<l, lead in the right way. It is
true that men, when following the
incitation of their consciences, often
wander far from the right way. Yet
this does not prove that their consc;'ences are at fault, but that their
judgments or convictions are wrong.
It is thought by many that conscience
is both a discerner of truth and an
inciter to the acceptance and obedidience of it, and that in its office it
never makes a mistake.
But the
fact that so many good people are
sincerely following the dictates of
conscience and yet walking in opposite ways is proof that there is a
mistake somewhere.
Is the mistake
in the supposition that con8cience is
a 'discerner of truth, or in the idea
that its incitements are infallible. We
have studied this question with much
care. Knowing the many different
and even conflicting views entertained, we have tried our best to
arrive at the truth. Few psychological writers have helped us any in this
investigation, and the most satisfactory conclusion we have reached is
tha,t conscience is that faculty of the
mind or spirit of man which prompts
or incites him to be true to his own
c~nvictions; or in other words, moves
hlIl~ to do that which he honestly
beheves to be right, and restrains
h~m from that which is judged by
J hIm to be wrong.
This, if the writer
understands
the matter,
expresses
both the nature and office of conscience, and whenever it acts at all it
acts infallibly.
But conscience is not
a discerner of truth and is not a
teachable
faculty, but rather produces the feeling of obligation to be
true to that which has been taught
and which the judgment has~accepted
as right, and to avoid that which it
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decided to be wrong.
You
ought, is its one great message to
man, and it ever approves when he
does what he believes to be right,
and rebukes when he does that which
he recognizes to be wrong.
What is
it worth then as a guide?
In the
search for truth, or in determining
what God has tanght in nature or in
revelation, its only office is to press
upon the searcher the obligation to
be candid in his investigation.
This
candor is not exactly a synonym of
sincerity, yet it also includes the idea
of honesty of intention and freedom
from all simulation.
We have said
that conscience, whenever it acts at
all, acts infallibly, and it always acts
until it is destroyed, " seared as with
a hot iron"
by constant neglect to
heed its promptings.
Its promptings
are not" receive and obey" the absol1bte truth, but rather "obey the truth
as you see it," and when this is done
it always approves the doer.
Let us, as an illustration of all this,
turn to the case of Saul of Tarsus.
t
He was at one time a vehement
opposer and persecutor
of christianity and afterwards became its most
ardent
advocate.
Yet, during his
persecution of t~e disciples of Jesus
his conscience was just as good as it
" was while giving .himself wholly to
the establishment of the cause he
once so fiercely opposed.
Paul himself said that he had lived "in all
good conscience before God" during
the time he zealously opposed,as well
as when he labored to establish the
claims of Ohrist.
He said he verily
thought with himself that be ought
to do many things contrary to the
name of Jesus of Nazareth, and that
he did these things, imprisoning the
saints, and when they were put to
death he gave his voice against them,
bis conscience meanwhile approving
during the whole period of persecution, as it did also when he turned
into the opposite
course.
Sanl of
Tarsus was as sincere as Paul, the
preacher of Ohrist, and his conscience
approved the persecutor just as muc'h
as it did the preacher.
The persecutor " verily thought"
he was right,
and the preacher as certainly thought
he was rig-ht. Oonscience said to
Saul persecute,
and to Paul preach
Christ.
Now if conscience approves
opposite principles, and antagonistic
'Proceedings in the same person it is
no m0re reliable, as a gUide, than
honest human judgment, which it always prompts men to follow. But
conscience is not the judgment, or the
sum of man's knowledge of right and
wrong.
It is a disti~ct faculty of the
mind, all':dits office i.. to impel man
to act «I>'n his honest CG.uvictions. But
if ow man's conscieIll\!;l impels him to

leave undone; what ought to be done
in reference to the matter, when one
christian's conscience says you ought,
and another's
says you ought not,
shall the positive or negative prevail?
This can not be answered by conscience' it is out of its province.
That
which is right, that which is wisest
ought to prevail,
but so long as
honest
convictions
differ, conscience will impel or incite to different
actions, for no man c::>n be honest
who is not true to sincere convictions.
Only by bringing inen's convictions,
as to wbat is right or wrong,in unison,
can their consciences be brought to
impel men in the same direction.
If
this be impossible, then our honest
difference must keep us in divergiJ1g
wa~s.
But it is important to enquire, as
christians, how far does God expect,
or require our convi(;tions to I:>e the
same in order to the unity of the body
of Ohrist in work, and worship, and
to the final'redemption
of our souls
from the power of sin? It is easily
answered, if we will hear God, rather
than men. Every christian
is required to have fixed immovably in
his heart the conviction tHat Jesus is
the Ohrist, the son of God, and that
so believing he Illay have life through
his name by loving and obeying him.
Where God has required no faith or
conviction, we have no right to have
a "conscience" which will prevent us
from working lovingly and harmoniously with other christians in carrying on the work which God requires
of all who would be saved through
Ohrist.
God
says nothing
about
whether
we may, or
may not
spread
the "gosppl of
Ohrist
through the means of a publication
company; and so we have no right to
have such a conscience as will cause
us to separate from" those who feel
free to so preach Jesus, and thus
cause a schism in the body of Ohrist.
Where God has left us free no man
has a right to bind us, or because of
his conscience to hinder us in the ex-"
ercise of this liberty.
It is as strange
as it is sad, that so many professed
disciples of Ohrist have such quiCk,
sensitive, and even pugnacious consciences in reference to matters about
which the Lord has not spoken, whose
consciences seem so inert concerning
matters of absolute importance,clearly set forth in the divine word. The
conscience of many such enforces the
obligation to believe the gospel, to
repent, and be baptized, but it seem!'
never to have enforced to any great
extent the obligation to "Go into all
the world and preach the gospel to
every creature."
It does not impel
them to liberality, prayer, zeal in the
divine service, nor to active benevo-

9
lence on behalf of their needy fellow
men.
Why is this? It is because
they lack positive convictions in reference to these things, and have so
magnified mere questions of expediency in their thoughts, that the importance of these greater things is
obscured.
The legitimate field for
the office of conscience is within the
boundaries of faith and obedience and
we should be careful not to push it
into other fields, lest confusion and
discord be the result.
Let us love
one another as brethren,
who love
the same Lord, and cherish the Bame
hope; and strive to cultivate a spirit
of forbearance one with another, and
so fulfil the law of love.

r;:

Mississippi

Brethren.

You no doubt feel a greater interest in the cause of our Redeemer in
Mississippi than elsewhere.
This is
natural. And you want to know what
is going on in the state among the
churches.
I am going to make an
effort to furnillh you the desired infor- •
mation.
I have made. arrangements
with the brethren who own the MESSENGERto give you the church news
through its pages.
I ask you to give
me your names, subscribing for the
paper.
I am making a tour through the
state to learn the condition ot and the
prospects for the churches, and the
impression and information
that I
gain will be published in the MESSENGE~. Yours fraterllally,
G. A. REYNOLDS.

.-

We had a letter

a day or so ago

from
" Grandma
Pinkston,"
of
Hickory, MiSS., enclosing her snbscription for this year, and writing 1\s
one of her characteristic lovely letters.
To any .one who knows this
grand old saint, LOW near 80 years
old, and gets one of her letters, it is
enoogh to strengthen the faith and
inspire that life to better deeds. Her
life has been a benediction
to the
Mississippi brotherhood.
The absence of Bro. Ferguson's
notes this week is caused by hie
temporary confinement on account
of a sore hand. He has had a trouble
with his right hand for some time,
but has just had a surgical operation
performed, and will soon be ready
for his regular correspondence again.
Bro. J. W. Harris, of Rich, Miss.,
will be at liberty to hold meetings
during the spring and summer.
He
will do all he can for the churches
and depend upon the liberality of the
brethren for compensation.
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Reports from the Churches.
ALABAMA.
SELMA:
yesterday's
prospering.

Had four additions at
services.
The work is
E. V. SPICER.

SELMA: Everything here is moving nicely.
We just did seat our
audience on the 5th Sunday night.
The Junior and Senior Endeavor, the
Sunday-school and the prayer meeting are all doing well.
E. V. SPICER.

SOUTH I03NTUCKY.
OWENSBORO: We had four addi·
tions here last week.
Audiences
large and interesting.
I am glad to
have your excellent paper come to
my table.
Respectfully,
R. H. CROSSFIELD.
HICKMAN: Can you find space in
your MESE/FNGERfor a few things
that concern "us?"
.
I have fully entered
upon the
second year's work at Hickman. Our
preaching days are on the first and
third Lord's days. One-fourth (the
second Lord's day) of my tiIpe is
spent with the Milburn congregation.
I have one Sunday not taken yet in
regular work.
Should be pleased to
confer with a "preacherless
church"
in regard to work for said time .. By
agreement with our good brethren at
Hickman I shall have some time to
evangelize this year.
I shall be glad
to hear from" struggling churches"
anywhere within fifty miles of this
place, and shall be ready t'o "come
over and help " such whenever they
are ready to b,elp themselves.
We are
planning now to have preaching at
two by· way places as soon as spring
opens.
These appointments
will be
in the afternoon on Sunday, and the
w0rk will be a kind of "annex"
to
Hickman.
Our new gospel tent is now in
• winter quarters.
I again remind
" our folks" in the Purchase thllotthe
gospel tent season will soon be upon
us.
Something needs to be done.
Will some of our churchless preachers
take it and go out at their own
c'oarge? Will some of our congregations send out their preachers into
the highways and have them hold a
meeti~g ?
Will several
of our
moneyed men write me that they are
ready as individuals
to support
a
good man fortseveral weeks in having
the gospel preached
in destitute
places?
Has anyone
a suggestion
to make as to how the tent may be

and lived in Kentucky, and we feel
that they belong to us.
We had a large attendance
at
prayer meeting last Wednesday night
put po use early and kept in use till
and at the close of the services the
the " snow flies? "
crowd said that they were going home
All communications
in regard to
with me, and go they did, and to say
the tent can be addressed to me at
we had a delightful time for ap. hour
Hickman, Ky.
expresses it mildly.
It was a clear
What next?
The rally.
We have
night but such a storm as I have not
had two in the Purchase.
Of each
seen for years struck my home, and
one it may be said "it was neither
when it was over a large table that
an organized body nor an autborita'
had been prepared by Sister King
tive convention.
It assumed
no \
was IUled from end to end with
prerogative over churches or chriseverything on earth good to eat.
To
tians; neither did it attempt to settle
name the articles would trespass on
any question of doctrine, nor inauguthe space of the MESSENGER,so with
rate any form of ecclesiaE:ticism. It
all these good things to eat, and
was simply an undenominational
living as I am in a king's house, I, am
mass meeting of christians from South
doing well.
Kentucky and the region beyond.
Our church here is now building a
No 'executive
committee
of the
preacher's home on our church lot,
clergy,' no 'hold-over
officer,' no
and will soon have a splendid home
, delegate'
have any control in the
for their preacher.
At present I and
Rally. We sing and pray and preach, . my three little girls are keeping
and have fellowship one with anhouse in the house with Brobher and
other. We have a carefully prepared
Sister John D. King.
programme in which such topics as
Success to the MESSENGER and all
the Sunday-school, C. E., C. W. B.
its readers.
W. B. WRIGHT.
M. and mission work have a large
[We are glad to hear from Bro.
share.
Further n6ti~e will be given
W., and hope he will write often.
in time.
JAMES H. BROOKS.
We have a tender
feeling for his
town, Russel ville , for it never did us
anything but good. Here is where I
RUSSELVILLE: I. have just received
got the best woman on earth-from
the GOSPELMESSENGERand will say,
my standpoint,
of course.
Let all
for causes I know not, this is the
our
South
Kentucky
preachers
write
first time I have been permitted
to
for and push the paper, and it will do
see its bright, clean, newsy pages.
you good. Ed.)
[We did 'not have your address.
Pubs.)
I take pleasure in saying I
am quite pleased with it; so here's
my hand, dear MESSENGER. I will
stand by you; I will do what I can
for your support.
I am jUlit entering upon my work
in this town.
I find both church and
town sadly in need of much work for
the Master.
We have a good Sunday-school alid prayer meeting. Both
are growing in interest.
All our
meetings are well attended for Russelville.
I see myoId friend and brother, J.
D. Cochran, of Bowling Green, is
goin~ to spread himself this year.
Well, here's luck to you, neighbor.
Spread up this way a little and I will
try to meet you half way, and we
will storm the fort for Christ and the
church in this end of Kentucky.
I am surprised to see so little in
the South Kentucky department
of
the MESSENGER. Where are all our
scribes who once made the South
Kentucky
evangelist
so popular?
Let them come to the front, and let
us all make one big pull for the MESSENGER. I think I shall feel quite at
home in the pages of the MESSENGER.
Tennessee is my native state.
Bros.
Harmon and Speigel have worked

----

-------

MISSISSIrrI.
MERIDIAN: We had quite a representative congregation at church last
Sunday, Feb. 7. The weather was
fine and everyone
was in good
spirits.
I have been seriously ill
with typhoid fever for seven weeks
and we had a love feast when I returned to the church.
The Sundayschool was in session when I entered
and it ceased operations for a short
while to give the people a chance to
look at the new-comer.
As spring opens up we beli,eve that
our church work will open up with
renewed vigor.
We have a religious
city; no saloons, many good intiuences for the young, and we believe
that souls are to be gathered into the
fold of our blessed Master. Brethren,
pray for us. Yours in the Lord,
S. M. BERNARD.
FAYETTE: Our beloved Elder, Dr.
L. R. Harrison, is in New York taking lectures and clinical practice on a
special line of his profession.
We
miss him very much, for while he
has always deteEted the "Lording it
over"
etc., sort of elders, he has
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fellowshipped.
Accepting
nothing
but the Bible as their rule of action,
this body of believers grew with
wonderful rapidity.
In 1866 they
numbered 350,000, in 1880, 500,000,
to-day, 1,300,000.
Added to their membership during
1891, 150,000, are dedicating- on an
average one church a day.
Mr. Campbell formulated no creed.
Peter expressed the only creed
which God's people can accept in
honor of Christ:
"Thou
art the
Christ, the Son of the Living God."
Christians can accept this. Christian
union can only be effected on this
divine platform.

In

ever been a kind and patient adviser.
By the way, it seems to me that
thelie missionary meetings we have
some times, about once a year, are
places where we preachers meet and
take "special
courses"
along our
line of work.
Of course if a fellow
hasn't much missionary work in his
" practice"
he doesn't need any
special course.
True we all have a
great "text book" on missions in
our libraries; so have these doct ors
on their line, but like them, the more
of the practical we get, the better for
us and the cause we espouse.
Dr. Winters,
of Stanton,
Miss.,
called on IJle this week, and when he
grasped my hand tears trickled down
his cheek.
Don't think this ,was a
natural result of my hard looks, for
the dear doctor hadn't seen one of our
preachers in five years, and those
were tears of joy.
He threatens to
put his wife and children on the train
and bring them all the way to Fayette
"just to hear some more preaching."
Think of this, brethren, living haU a
decade without hearing the gospel!
He says he has a neighbor eight)'two years old in a like condition,
Verily,
Mississippi
needs
more
workers, but we can't have more
workers without more support.
May
the Lord open our hearts, and the
stingy their pocket- books, and the
unsaved their ears, and may all these
good things stay open till heaven
opens wide her <gates to receive the
faithful.
W. W. PHARES.

--.-/'
Alexander
Church

Campbell
Restoration.

and

In 1793 James O'Kelly, a Methodist, of North CHolina; in 1800 Dr.
Abner Jones, of Kentucky, a Baptist;
in 1801 B. W. Stone, of Kentucky, a
Presbyterian j and about the same
time Walter Scott and Isaac Errett
were in different parts of the states
urging the people to accept the word
of God as the only divine rule of
faith and practice.
Without concert
of action they were striving to free
men from the power of human creeds,
believing that divisions among God's
people was sinful. Alexander
and
his father, Thomas Campbell, were
Presbyterians.
Alexaader was born
in Ireland in 1786, educated at the
University of Glasgow, arrived in the
United States in 1809, was pastor of
a Presbyterian
church, but after
careful study of God's
word
he
became dissatisfied and effected a
temporary union with the Baptists,
being immersed by Elder Luse, 1812.
On his refusal to accept any creed
but the divine scriptures
he and
those whQ tl~oQdwi~h him were dis-

Mr. Campbell ol'iginated no church.
There was for three centuries but
one church after the death of the
apostles, teaching one Lord, one faith,
one baptism.
He pointed men back
to that church.
His work was not to reform but to
restore.
Christ formed that church on Pentecost, A. D., 33, but by dogma and
conflicting theological doctrines it had
been lost to the. world. He prayed
and labored for the union of God's peopIe, believing that Christ, meant what
He said when He prayed:
"That
they all may be one.-John
17."
This can be effected when creeds of
human authority are laid aside in favor of the Bible and its alone.
"What do you as a people believe?"
is frequently asked.
We believe in calling ourselves
Christians, that name is Christ honoring. He died for us, we were baptized into his name.
(Gal. 3: 24-27.
Matt. 28 :18-20.)
We believe that the Divinity of
Christ is the fundamental truth of the
New Testament.
We confeqs him to
be the Son of God and obey Him as
King: of kings.
We believe that faith comes by
hearing the Word of God. Rom. 10:
17.
We believe that Christia.n baptitm
is immersion in water, as is taught in
Acts 8: 38 "And they both went down
into the water." Jesus was baptized
"in the river of Jordan." Mark 1: 59-10. Baptism is a burial, as is taught
by Paul in Romans 6: 3: 4; it is also
a planting, see verse 5; also a resurrection, same verse.
Buried with
Him in baptism, Col. 2: 12. A washing, Heb. 10: 22; to sprinkle or pour
is to violate these scriptures.
The
Roman Catholic church authorized
sprinkling and pouring.
The "one
baptism" is a burial in water.
We
believe that after baptism the believer
must live a godly life in order to be
saved. 2nd Peter 1: 10.
We observe the Lord's Supper on
the first day of the week, in imiliation

of the early disciples, Acts 20: 7.
memory of Christ Jesus our Lord.

We believe that the Holy Spirit
speaks through the Word to convince
sinners, and that His influence as
Comforter is ever present with God s
faithful children.
Jno. 17: 17.
In a word, .we believe and teach
just what the Bible requires, no more,
no less.
As a church we lead all others
numerical growth.

in-

The independent with its usual enterprise presents in its issue of January 6th, articles from the leading religious bodies of the United States,reporting their general progress in religious work together with tables of
statistics showing their growth for
1895. These articles and tables form
an exceedingly interesting study on
the religious life of the people of the
United States. The River Brethren
also hold their own at 3,427; the tlame
is true of the Plymouth Brethren, Reformed Catholics, Old Catholics, Armenian Catholics and a few other
smaller bodies. The Disciples or
Christian church show a gain of a
little over eighty thousan9. during the
year 1895, being a gain of over eight
per cent, still leading all the stronger
bodies in the percent of increase.
Glancing down over the columns of
religious bodies as they are arranged
in alphabetical order, in the Independ'
ent, one is struck with the diversity
and multiplicity of divisions in the
various religious bodies. The Adventist!' have six branches: Baptists,
,thirteen; Brethren, three; Plymouth
Brethren, four; Catholics, six; Dunkards, four; Friends, four; Lutherans, nineteen; Mennonites, twelve;
Methodists, seventeen; Presbyterians,
twelve, etc., etc. to the end of the
chapter.
May the time come when
these family qivisions shall be haaled,
and all the children of God be co tent to march under one banner and
follow the same Leader going forth to
the great and final battle for truth
and rigbteousness.
A. M. GROWDEN.

.S. C. Swearingen, of Kendall, Pa.,
kept a record at the number of preachers who came to us from the denominations as reported in the Standard
during 1896, and finds there were
forty-five preachers, two singers, one
author, and one exhorter.

American Home Magazine, publi,shed
at Knoxville, Tenn., is the magazine
for those who want to know about
the home. It is handsomely illustrated and costs only $1 a year. Geo
F. Barber, architect, is the Editor.

.
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A Word or Two.
Dear reader, can you
afford to do without this
paper? 'If you can, we
advise you to do so.
PREACHERS!
Some of our old time
friends h a v e / thought Save Your Ideas!
they could get along all
Yo will need them
right without the GOSsome day. Our filing
PELMESSENGER andbe
cabinet is the best degan to try the experiment
vice for classifying
and found itwouldn't pay
clippings and ideas
to "cut our company,"
for instant reference.
and in a few days repent •• Write to-day for full information.
ed and renewed. The
Smitb &
truth of the matter is, we
are going to make the 57 Washington St.
CHICAGO. ILL ..
............................................
~
.
.MESSENGER so good
NEW--TB95.
that it will be impossible
for asu bscri berto do himself justice without ta~CHOICE SONGS
ing it. If you can afford to
Church, ~evival, Christian Endeavor
and Sunday-School,
walk when you can ride in
J. V. Coombs and W. E. M. flackleman.
a fine carriage, if you can
25
afford to do without eating when there's a wellContaIns 185songs, and Is, In sIze an<1general make.
up, equal to any ,,:ic. book on the market, yet 1t Is sold 30%
filled table set for you,
cheaper. It contaIns musIc for all occasIons, by over sa
of the best writers of the day, such as Will L. Thompson
Excell,Bllhorn, Sweeney, KIrkpatrIck, Showalter, Fill.
then you can afford to
more, Retlse, GabrIel, fiawes, Lorenz, Miller, Baltzell,
Ogden, Rosecrans, Gltre, HUdson, Palmer, Root, etc.
quit taking the MESAlso some hymns from such wrIters as Gottschalk, Gau.
nod, Mozart, Haydn, Handel, COukey, Hatton, Monk"
Mason. Bradbury. Novell. Emerson, etc,
SENGER when you can
Vsed by 15l;vang'clisfs f!jil S1ngers.
get so much for one dolCompare This Bouk With Others.
REMEMBER THE PRICE.
lar. Send us the dollar.
THIS SIZE,

$1.00.
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SALVATION.
MON. From want.
John 6 32-4°.
TUES. From death. John 39-17.
WED. From fear. Psa· 91 1-8.
THU. From danger.
Psa. 91 9-16.
fRI. From sorrow.
Luke 4 16-22.
SAT. From selfishness.
LuKe 1025-37
SUN. Topic. From what does Christ
save men? Titus 3 1-7Christ has saved humanity from
many things, regardless of individual
service or rejection.
Compare Christian na tions with countries that know
him not, and think of the inestimable
privileges
that they enjoy;
then
notice that the nations 'which serve
him best are the roost enlightened;their civilization is higher.
A good
illustration of this is found in the
Cuban war.
Spain pretends to be a
Christian nation, but its people get
their Christianity through the priests,
and Christ is almost unknown to them:
we can not' imagine an American or a
British army that would be guilty of
such savagery as is comn only reported among the Spanish troops.
Personally,
there is nothing too insignificant for us to ask Christ's aid
in it: he will not keep from evil a man
who dliliberately do'es wrong; or if you
thrust your hand into the fire he will
not prevent the burn: but when the
will is bent on pleasing God, He will
certainly give the needed help, in
some way. Notice the things from
which he offers to save us, as outlined in the readings-the bodily and mental ills, and past, from self. It is
natural to pray for deliverance from
sickness and danger; but do we as
earnestly pray to be saved from selfish thoughts and conduct?
To Christian Endea vorers of the
Christian church the name of Bethany
means a great deal: it calls up memories of Alexander Oampbell, for it is
the name of his home and the college
he founded.
In the future it will be
more familiar, for the Bethany C. E.
Re ading Courses have been prepared
as an educational feature for C. E.
societies among the Disciples.
It is
most appropriate that t,he name which
has so long stood for the best of instruction and culture among our people should be given to this movement
which will be of such benefit to our
Endeavorers.
The idea was first suggested by our National Supt. in his
report read before our own church
rally at the last International C. E.
convention, held in Washington.'
A
committee was appointed to outline a

plan of reading and study which would
include Bible study; the study of missions; and the study of the history
and purpose of the Disciples of Christ.
The committee did its work: its report was adopted by the national convention of Disciples held in Springfield, Ill., last Oct: the three courses
of study have been outlined, and in a
few weeks book'! which have been
specially prepared will be ready.
The expense will be very slight the
annual membership fee, which is to
cover the cost of correspondence,
etc
being 15 cents.
The following announcement will be of interest:
"The three handbooks are expected about the following dates: "For
Bible Study,by Prof. McGarvey, Feb.
1, 1897: For Study of the History
and Purposes of the Disciples, by B.
B. Tyler, March 1, 1897: For Study
of Missions, by A. McLean, April 1,
1897. Each book 25 cents.
Prof.
H. L. Willett will have special charge
of Bible Study; F. D Power, of History and Purposes of the Disciples;
George Darsie, of Study in Missions.
J. Z. TYLER, Chairman.
This is something that our societies
should not neglect; for one's interest
in anything is proportion.ate to one's
knowledge of it. It is unfortunately
true that many of our people know
very little of what our church has
done, and is doing; but the Bethany
Reading courses make it easy to obtain such knowledge.
Itwill be welcome news when we hear that our
societies are going to work in this di1'ection. For descriptive
circulars,
and fuller information write to the
General Chairman, J. Z. Tyler; Enclid
Avenue Christian church, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Owing to a typographical
errol' in
the issue for Feb. 4th, the price
of the Endeavorer's Daily companion
was given as 2 cents, when it is reflly 10 cents.
When there are enough Endeavor
societies in a town to form a local
union, the power of each society is
increased many fold.
Some unions find that committee
conferences are very helpful, when
members of the same committee,
throughout the union, gather to discuss and originate plans along their
line of committee work.
Union pra)' er-meetings form another
good feature.
In large unions, where
there are too many locieties to take

•
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part in a single meeting, a plan of
systematic visiting can be arranged,
which will not interfere with the local
work of each society, yet will keep
all in touch with the general work
and with each other .
Part of the practical work done by
the Baltimore C. E. union during '96
was to send 564 poor children to the
country fbI' two weeks.

Additional

Local.

Bro. Watson is getting down to
business on his "Church"
articles.
Look out, he is going to raise the
natives.
The Woodland-street
Christian
Church, this city, began a protracted
meetin~ Sunday.
Bro. Reynolds is
doing the preaching.
Our
nicely.
orders
want
should
derful

Bible proposition
is taking
We have gotten
several
for them, and hundreds who
a good flexible back Bible
avail themselves of this won- .
bargain.

The Christian Courier, of Dallas,
Tex., came out last week with an
entirely new dress and was, as usual,
brim full of good things. The Courier
is one of the most "aggressivest"
papers in the land ..

We have a good lot of photos and
biographies on hand which will ap-.
pear in these columns in their order.
Let all those who have promised
these biographiell kindly send them
in as soon as possible.
We have an interesting
article in
this issue from a new source, Sister
Meeks, wife of our good brother, R.
P. Meeks, of Henderson, Tenn. Her
article on "Charm
Strings"
would
make a beautiful and appropriate
illustration for a sermon.
We hope
to have Sister Meeks write often.

CHRISTIAN

DEPOSITORY.

Give your children pure' literature,
anQ you will reap pure thoughts.
Give them "light" reading, and yon
will reap light thoughts.
.Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries,
all
books reviewed in this column, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Christian Sunday' School Series
are the BEST. Write for samplesfree upon application.
W M. S. BROADHURST,
419 W. Main Street,
P. O. BOX 646.
LOUISVILLlII, E:Y.
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FQll~l{ltI~ INFIQlYIllRY OF OSTEOPllTBv,
FRANKLIN

" Ye worship ye know not what.
We know what we worship, for salvation is of t,he Jesus.
God is spirit,
and they that worship Hilp must
worship Him in spirit and in truth."
John4:22-24.
\
A sermon
preached
by A. M.
Growden, in the Ohristian Ohurch
Olarksville, Tenn., Jan. 26, '97 :
" What do we mean by worship?
The man who springs on to sword
points is engaged in act of religious
" worship."

KENTUOKY.

The New Drugless Science of Healing Without
KNIFE

OR MEDICINE!

We t.tteat ~h.ttonie Diseases Only!

Female Diseases a Speeialty.

THE science of osteopathy
was originated
and developed by Dr.
A. T. Still, of Kirksville,
Mo.
This science depends upon the principles of Anatomy
and Physiology
for its results.
It is a system of
treating disease without drugs by the correct adjustment
of the bonel:and their attachments,
and through
them other parts
of the hody
in order that all parts may perform
their functions
in harmony.
The object of Osteopathic
Treatment
is to establish the freedom
of action of all fluids, forces or substances
pertaining
to hfe.
CONSULTATION
FREE!

LARGEST JEWELRY

Those who cut themselves till blood
flowed were engaged iil "worship."
They did it in sincerity" too. People
gather for worship Sunday after Sunday. What do they mean by that?
What is worship?
The word means to venerate, to
respect, to adpre, to bow down to.
There are about as many acts of religious worship as there are religions
Ohrist is engaged in earnest conversation with the woman of Samaira.
He tells her that the only worship
that God accepts is the worship of
sincerity
and t1·uth.
He seeks
spiritually sincere worshipper, "For
the Father seeketh such to worship
Him."

HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.

B. tIl Sl'IEP JEWELRY CO.
208

& 210 UNION STREET.

NASHVILLE.
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Send for our Latest Illustrated Catalogue. Mail orders promptly attended to.
Repairing a specialty. All work warranted.

Man's noblest act in life is the act
of worship.
The only living being on
earth that can worshsp is man.
This
woman's character
was such that
worship emanating' from her could
hardly approach the divine requirements for they who worship Him
must come in spirit and in truth.
" For thou hast had five husbands,_
and he whom thou now hast is not
thy husband."
Oould comment be
stronger?
In such sin could such a
being worship acceptably?

BUY A DOCTOR.
COSTS ONLY $5.

The Hygienic Hot Air and Vapor (Folding) Bath is the
Best Physician on Earth.
You can have in your room an improved Russian and Turkish,
Hot Ail' Vapor, Alcohol, Oxygen, Perfumed, Mineral, Sulphur or
Hot Spring'S Bath.
Indorsed by Medical and Hygienic Journals, Sanit,wiums, Hgspitals, State Institutions, and eminent physicians in all parts of
the United States.
It cures Rheumatism, Syphilis, and Female
Troubles, Skin and B~ood Diseases, Liver and Kidney 'I'roubles,
Catarrh, Dropsy, Nervousness, Malaria, and BilIous Troubles. Unsuppassed for making a beautiful complexion.
It is an infallible remedy for Sleeplessness.
WILL GIVE
YOUA BETTERBATHTHANANYWATERONEARTIl. Weight 5 pounds. AGENTSWANTED.

HYGIENIC BATH M'P'G. CO., Nashville.

Caskey's

Tenn.

Last Book

NO-VVREADY.
An interesting
book
ible cloth cover prepaid,
paid for SEVENTY-FIVE
esting Auto-biography
of
never before published.

of about 300 pages, handsomely
bound in)lexfor ONE DOLLAR,
or in paper binding preCENTS.
This contains,
besides an interBro. Oaskey, some of his finest proiluctions
Order now.
MESSENGER
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College

!'treet,

TE:NNE:SSE:E: MISSIONS.

PUB. CO.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

B

OARDINGin a First·c1ass house is a
luxury, when the charges are reasonSUNDAY-SCHOOLDAY: For Tennessee missions first Lord's day in able. When any of the friends of this paAprIL
per visit Nashvill~, they can find such a
MISSIONARYDVY: For all christian Boarding house by calling on Mrs. S. A.
ohurches in Tennessee, flrilt Lord's
McAllister, 204 s. High street.
day in October.
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What does sllch a character
need?
The blood of cleansing, the pardon of
God. And how is this reached?
By
humble confession, by sincere repentance towards God. This leads me to
say that those who approach God hiding sin in the heart, covering iniqnity
and wrong doing, cannot acceptably
worship Him, for He demands truth
in the inward parts.

IIj

David said:
" If I regard iniquity
in the heart the Lord will not hear
me."
Psa. 66: 15.
The unrepentant
cannot worship
acceptably, nor can the disobedient,
the wilfully disobedient, those who
persistently
do wrong
instead
of
right.
Listen:
"He
that turneth
away his ear from hearing the law,
even his pr,ayer shall be an abomination;"
Pl·OV. 28: 9. Such prayers
bring condemnation instead of blessing-.
Let me illustrate:
I was on a
liteamer on the Mediterranean
Sea

itS

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
Will ~ccept notes ;Ot tUltI?!" or c:an
deposit money tn"nk
untIl positIOn
•
is secured.
Car far' paid.
Novaca.
Send for free illustrated
catalogue.
(M "1tlon this paper)
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Enter at any time.

Cheap board.

Draughon's C/o_Nash
Practie al ~'

Iille, Tenn.,
~. Te~ukana,Tex.

Bookkeeping,
t"enmanship,
Shorthand,
T,Ypewriting
fe'egraphy,
etc. The most tlwrougk,
practical andp, ogressive school; of the kind 1U the wor"l, and the b"t patronized les in the South.
lndorsed by ban kers} merchants, ministers,and others.
..·our weeks 'J1 bookke<:llinK .,Ith us are equal
to twelve weeks bytne old plan. Their President,].
te. Draugh.:m, I~ author of • Draughon's New
System ofBookl eeping," which annat be taught in ap ~ other SC.1':>01.
.
gh en to any college if we cannot show ,nvre writt~n applications for bookkeepers and
•
ste nographers, received in the ,ast twe:./e months, ,ban any other five :lusiness Colleges
in the Sonth,all
"combined," can showto have i""ceived i'l the pastfive)'ears.
We expend more
money in the interest 0 f our Employment
I epaltment lhan most BUSIness C t1eges take in as
tuition.
9:500 OO--Amount we have deposited in bank as a guarantee that we ha ,eln the past fulfilled, ana will in the future fulfill, our guarantee contracts.
HOME STUDY.-W,
have prepared,
especially for ItO me study, books on Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Penmanship.
Wri te for price list.
•• PROF. ]. F. DRAUGHON,Nashville.-I
qow have a position as bookkeeper
d stenographer
for the Southern Grocery Company, ofthis place; salary, $7S.ooper month .. 1 owei! "lIto your books
on book-keeping and shorthan,! prepared for home study.-IrIArmstrong-, Pine BluJl, Ark."

~ • ) BUSINESS
I\~WA G01l606.
2d floor Cumberland
A practical

made with hands.
Everywhere
we
may meet Him if in sincerity
and
truth we present
ourselves in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Let
us take heed to our worship, and in
order that that may be acceptable let
us fashion our characters only after
Chri t.
" Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they shall see God."
"Blessed are the meek, for they
shall inherit the earth." -Path Finder.

The basis of acceptable worship is
·true character. I do not say a perfect
·character, but it can be true. We are
faulty and prone to sin, but we can
be true before God.
Too many, I think, partake of the
Lord's supper as a matter of course.
Do we think what it means?
Do we
:approach Him confessing the evils of
our lives?
Do we earnestly plead
for His help to tu,rn our hearts from
sin?
If so He accepts us and our
. worship.
If we do not He cannot
regard us.

Marga.ret E. Sangster, whose recent
book, "Among My Neighbors," received such a warm welcome from
the public, has written what is said
to be her best Ihort story for the
Christmas number of Frank Leslie's
Popular Monthly.

I have seen members shake their
heads when the emblems of Christ
were handed them, and they did right
if their hearts were not right before
God.
(See Acts 8: 21.)
Be careful how you handle the
'emblems of this broken body and
:shed blood. Yet every man who
:sincerely copies the virtues of Christ,
who turns away from all hypocrisy
and double dealing, sincerely confesses his sin and repents
of evil,
that man will be blessed, helped and
encouraged
by partaking
of that
spiritual feast.
"Lord, who shall dweil in thy holy
hill?
He that walketh uprightly,
worketh righteousness
and speaketh
the truth in his heart; he that backbiteth not with his tongue."
Psa.

15: 1-3.
Brethren,
all acceptable
worship
stands a true character,
one fashioned after Christ's life. "He who
. did no iniquity, neither
was guile
found in His mouth."
God is not confined to temples

-

LITERARY

New features are being continually
added to Frank
Leslie's
Popular
Monthly, and the publishers say that
the coming year will show an even
more marl,red improvement
in its
character than was shown during the
past year.
Young men and women who wish
a college education will be interested
in the series of illust,l'ated articles on
"American
Universities
and Cotleges," now running in Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.
A paper on
Yale was given in the November
number, and one on Cornell appears
in that for December.
Many important ideas and striking
stories have been secured by Frank
Leslie's Popular Monthly for publication during the coming year, among
them an illustrated paper on "The
King's Daughters
and
Sons," by
Louise Seymour Houghton, one of
the leading spirits of that great order.
"Lutheran
Almanac, 1897," published by the Lutheran Book Concern,
Columbus, 0., is a useful work.
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NOTES.

The recent addition of a young
folks' department t,o Frank Leslie's
Popular Monthly makes that periodical more than ever the great family
magazine .
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No catchpenny method,,_ BU8in~ssmen recou:a"
mend thiS College.
Write for Circulars. Men.
tion tbis paper.
~~dd~eEilNINGS.
PXINCIP.l.L.
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when several "clergymen"
undertook to conduct worship on Lord's
day. The night rrevious was spent
by them in wine drinking and card
playing.
One of them won money
by bis cards.
Now they presume to
'lead others in devotional exercises.
'God says, " Worship me in spirit and
in truth."
Did they comply with
these divine conditions?
In other
words, did they come before God
'with pure characters?
Did they approach the Holy God in truth and
humility, in confession and earnest
repentance?
\

Presbyterian

NASHVILLE,

Great Through Trunk Line
BETWEEN

Cineinnati,Itexington,Itouis1tille.E1tans
1tille, St, Itouis,
And the cities of

nashville,' lYIemphis, montgomel1y, mobile and new Ott
leans.
WITfiOUT
AND SPEED

GfiA.fH3€
UNRIVALED.

Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Savan
nah, Macon, Jacksonville
and points in
Florida.
Connections
are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points. North, East
South and west.
In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
this road will receive special low rates.
See agenb of this company for rates
routes, &c., or write to
C. P. ATMORE, G. P. & T· A.
Louisville

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE.

PI\TENTS
TRADE MARKS,
DESICNS,
COPYRICHTS &e.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qUickly ascertain, free, whether an invention 18
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest 8.g-ency for securing patents
in America.
We have a. Washington office.
Patents taken tbrou~h Muun & Co. receive
.peeial notice in the

SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN,

beautifully lllustrated.
Inr!!:est circulation ot
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.CO~year;
11.50eix mouths.
~pecjmen copies and H...UlD
BOOK ON P A. TENTS seut free. Address

MUNN
361

& CO.,

Broa(lwlI.¥.

New York.

cAll fl.J~ ®0ff~~~J %roilliei~c30f fbe ®u~.roise
~~ ei €leeiro, €10uJless t:l0ro~:
Can r be Found in the Superrb
Hrrt Room
(l{

NashuillB Chattanoorra
1

fg.

(.to.

217••221 1Rortb(!ollege St.

lRasb\1iUe, Uenn.
THE HOME OF THE ENTERPRISE STOVES AND RANGES. A most gorgeous display of true ART in Ohina, Out Glass and Bric-a-Brac.
Even the
Oommonplace outfit for the Kitchen exhibited in most pleasing array.
A
tour of Nashville is incomplete until this vast establishment is visited.
Stoves, Mantles, Grates, Tinware, Woode.'ware,
Glassware.
A Hearty Welcome Awaits You.

l*

~ Nashville Shorthand nstitute
~ ~ Tennessee Business College,
~l's21yfel'i~I) ~u11is~iI)~

••.

[l0US~,~@0 B.

€~21'1''y®heef,

,ALEXANDER FALL, rfesident.

SnORTnHnO,
TYPEWRITInG,
BOOKKEEPInG
TEllEGRnPfiV,
PEn]YIHnSfiIP
12=

arm aItIt EN-GItISf:lB~aNGf:lES Tf:lO~OUGf:lItY TaUGf:lT.

\tuttion

wttbtn tbe 1Reacb of :au I. I. I.
I. I. I.(!;ooll t)oBition6 for

:a U ilUlben

e:::z::::::>.

\1luaUftell.

(omplete (!ourse, lbomeltke <Sonveniences.
Splen~i~ Bpartments Blwa\?s(tlean,
<soo~:fl3oar~at mo~erate 1Rates.
reffect Satisfaction

Given Of Money Refunded.
~

CALL

OR

WRITE

FOR

TERMS.

'Ulrlarren
Nashville,

LI?Ss:s.:=:-<~'~O~-

Tennessee. \

Paints, Oil and Window Glass
I

Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows. Artists
Materials and Mathematical Instruments.

e.o",

I

",!:~:.:PORTRAITS

~H(IlIlY"

U""o",

:ITt. Ni>SHVlll".

T£",,,

81.

hOlfis Railway,
The Gtteat Thttough Gatt ~oute.-;~••..LA.

LOOKOUT

Pbillips &
:f8uttorff

.&

MOUNTAIN.

The equipment and service of this line
is equal to any in the country, and carries
the traveler through the most picturesque
portion of the Scuth.
More than fifty
famous
battlefieljs
and five National
cemeteries are loca:ed on and near this
great railway system between Hickman,
Ky'., Nashville, Ter·l., and Atlanta, Ga.
The Dixie Flyer Through Sleeping Cars
are run between Nashville and Jacksonvilie,Fla.,the year round via Chattanooga,
Lookout Mountain, Atlanta, Macon, etc.
Through sleeping cars between St. Louis
and Atlanta, to be extended to run between
St. Louis and Jacksonvilk,
Fla., during
the winter tourist season.
For information with reference to the
resources, climate, soil, water power, timber, lo.aticn for manufactories
and, for
colonies or homes for thrifty settlers, write
J. B. Killebrew, Im'TJigration Agent,Nashville, Tenn.
For information as to rates, through
car service, etc., write R. C. Cowardin.
Western Pass. Agent, Railway Exchange
Building, St. Louis, MO.; J. H. Latimer,
Southeastern Pass. Agent, Atlanta, Ga.;
J. L. Edmondson, S"uthern Pass. Agent,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
W. L. DANLEY,
G. P. & T. A., Nashville, Tenn.
BALTIMORE& OHIO SOUTHWESTERN
RAILWAYin connection with ILLINOIS
OENTRALROUTE-An Ideal ServiceNew Orleans, Jackson, Memphis and
Paducah, via Louisville, conneLting in
Union Station, Cincinnati, with B. &
O. SoW. Ry. trains for Oolumbus,
Pittsburg, Parkersburg,
Washington,
D.O.,
Baltimore,
Philadelphia
and
New York.
INAUGURATION
OF PRESIDENT-ELEGT WILLIAlVl
lVle{iINLEY.
On account of inauguration
of President-elect William McKinley, at Washington City, March 4, 1897, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway
will sell round trip tickets to washington
City and return at rate of one fare for the
round trip, on March 1st and 2nd. Tickets
will be good for return passage until March
8, 18<)7. The Nashville, Chattanooga
&
St. Louis Railway runs through Pullman
Sleeping Cars from Nashville to' Washington City and New York, leaving Nashville at I I 20 P. M., giving a daylight trip
through the mountains of North Carolina,
passing Asheville, N. c., and Lynchburg,
Va., arriving at Washington
City, via
Southern Railway, at 642 A. M. "I icket
agents on connecting lines will sell you
ticket via Nashville, Chattanooga
& St.
Louis RailWay to Chattanooga,and
Southern Railway to Washington.
For further
information, apply to nearest Ticket Agt.,
or write to W. L· Danley, Gen'! Pass. and
Ticket Agent, Nashville, Tenn.
Beginning with January 26th, this excellent R. R. system put on through Pullman sleeping cars between Nashville and
New York. For information, calion W.
L. Danley, G. P. A., Nashville, Tenn.

